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SHOP TIL YOU DROP

SUCCESSFUL DEVOLUTION

Shopping's not just for the ladies!
Guys get into holiday shopping
Page 13

The final part of the 'Matrix' trilogy
pleases, despite minor disappointments
Page 9
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Security goes undercover to patrol
Fairfield's campus undetected
BY KYLE YASIGIAN

John Puchowicz, a senior in high
school, was driving into campus
last Friday night to visit his older
brother, Matt.
While getting out of his car in
the Claver parking lot, he was con-

fronted by a man who Puchowicz
assumed was an upperclassman here
at Fairfield.
Only this wasn't a student. It was
a Fairfield security officer, dressed as
a student. '
"He asked me if I had any
beer," Puchowicz said, "and then he

showed his badge and asked to see
my ID."
Fairfield's security department
has used undercover officers in order
to discourage underage drinking as well
as overall criminal activity.
"We are very pro-active in our
patrol," said Assistant Director of

Security Frank Ficko. "We do what's
necessary if we have an area that's giving us problems."
Politics professor Donald Greenberg called Fairfield's undercover
security "an absolute disgrace."
SEE "GREENBERG" ON P.

A LOT OF FRUSTRATION
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EDITORIAL

Security goes
too far with
undercover
patrols

Page 15

Preferred
registration
angers some
students
BY LINDSAY SAMPSON

Bill McBain/The Mirror

Thou shalt not park here: Although a new parking lot was created near Dolan, and many of the spaces are generally empty, students are
not allowed to park there. For more information, see "University's lot" on page 2.

A closer look: FUSA!s unique handling of govTt, budget
BY ZACK FINLEY

FUSA, on the outside, may seem like any
other college or university student government
association. They put on programs, make decisions for the better of the student body and
offer students the chance to become involved
in structured government while in college.
But FUSA President Kevin Neubauer '05
is proud that FUSA runs itself under a different
tune than other area universities that he keeps

in touch with via e-mail and at conferences.
FUSA will take close to $400 dollars of
your money before you graduate to fund the
body's operations. The operation of FUSA is
what makes it unique from other schools: all the
different divisions operate under one roof.
The close to $100 per year is similar at
other colleges, according to Bobbi Sue Gibbons, Marist College's student government
president. At Marist, the student government
is funded by the same means as Fairfield:

taking a section of students' student fee and
multiplying it by the number of students.
But what is different about Fairfield and
Marist is that Gibbons oversees everything
in the government, including Senate and the
school's programming: Neubauer does not
oversee Senate. Geoff Cook '05, VP of Senate
has that responsibility. VP of Programming Jillian Grant '05 takes care of the programming.
SEE "RESULTS" ON P.
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Like sleeping until noon on
the weekdays? Want Fridays off
from class after a hard night of
partying? Enjoy having teachers
who think tests and papers are a
waste of time?
At Fairfield, don't expect to
enjoy a schedule like this one,
unless you are
a Presidential DEEP FRYED
Scholar. Or a
Registration
Fellow Scholar.
frustration
Or a Community Scholar. Or
Page 12
a varsity athlete.
Or a nursing major. Or an RA. Or a member of
the debate team.
Yes, there is a pecking order at
Fairfield, a group of elite students
that get to avoid long lines and
register before the rank and file
average students.
"I don't understand how, as
a senior, I still can't take all of
the classes that I need and want,"
said Jill Farinon '04, a marketing
major.
"I think it's ridiculous
that some students get to go
before others," Farinon added.
"We all pay the same amount
to go to Fairfield. Why should
an athlete with a horrible GPA
get to go before a Dean's List
student?"
Ursula Hurley '04 agreed.
SEE "UNIVERSITY" ON P.
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University's lot: problems plague new parking lots
BY STEVEN ANDREWS

The construction of the new parking lot near Dolan Commons during the
summer was meant to alleviate problems on campus, not create new ones.
However, after complaints by residents
who live across the street from Fairfield
University, the administration has been
forced to restrict faculty and student usage
of the lot.
"The problems did not arise until the
plans went through the process of zoning
and other regulations in the town," said
Martha Milcarek, vice president of public
relations at Fairfield. "Residents feared the
lot would create added noise and headlights
shining in their windows."
The school was forced to put restrictions on the lot, which contains about 130
parking spaces, by limiting when people
could park there.
"Right now, only faculty and staff who
work in Dolan can park in the lot during the
day," said Frank Ficko, assistant director of
Security.
Students who wish to park in the lot can

only do so during designated hours.
"Any students who wish to park in the
lot can do so during nights and weekends,
which are defined as from 9 p.m. to 9 a.m.
and from 9 p.m. Friday to 6 a.m. Monday,"
Ficko said. "However between those times
the gates will be locked and they will not be
able to enter or exit the lot."
Student reaction has been positive, but
guarded.
"I think it's a good idea that they
added all those parking spaces, but I would
be afraid to park there if my car was getting
locked up all night or during the weekend in
case I needed it," said Andrew Murphy '05
Milcarek also sees the restrictions as a
problem when the school plays host to events
which draw large crowds to campus.
"The restrictions really put a big
damper on any big events we have such as
commencement because we are not able to
easily accommodate as many people as we
thought we could," she said.
Milcarek did not return a request for a
price estimate on the parking lot as of the
time of publication.
For Ficko, the restrictions may be a

hassle, but he still sees the construction as
an improvement.
"Even with these limitations, the university, and I personally, feel that we can

still benefit from the additional spaces," he
said. "Whenever the school builds another
parking lot, it can benefit the people on
campus."
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Lots of available spots: But many parking restrictions, making the lot less useful.

CAMPUS CRIME BEAT
CASEY AMMERMAN
Monday, November 7
9:12 p.m. - There was a narcotics incident in the parking lot involving nonstudents.
10:37 p.m. - Security assisted townhouse managers with an unregistered
partyat-one of the townhouses.
11:57 p.m. - There was a narcotics incident involving students and nonstudents. Non-students were issued Criminal Trespass Warnings.
Students were referred to judicial.
Tuesday, November 8
1:28 a.m. - Vandalism was reported in Campion. Derogatory comments
were written in permanent marker. The case is under investigation.
1:33 p.m. - Harassing phone calls were reported. The incidents are under
investigation.
Wednesday, November 9
12:37 p.m. - University property was discovered in a Residence Hall room.
Items were retrieved and the occupant was referred to judicial.
Thursday, November 10
10:06 a.m. - Security assisted an outside vendor in identifying an individual
suspected of theft.
9:01 p.m. - An elevator rescue was performed in a residence hall.
Students were stuck in the elevator.

CORRECTIONS
The Mirror strives to report accurately in our stories. However, if you are aware of
any errors, please call Editor In Chief Ethan Fry at x6529.

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Landlords, leases and the legality beach living
BY MATT MURPHY

For many Fairfield students, it's almost
a rite of passage, something to look forward
to as they go through their years here. However, behind all the fun and freedom of living at Fairfield Beach are new responsibilities, landlords and leases.
Brian Mclntosh '04 moved into his
house this September and was shocked by
the condition of his new abode.
"My first reaction
was, Oh my god our parents paid a lot of money
for this house, and the
toilet doesn't even work,"
he said.
Lorraine DelliCaprini
'04 and Kristen Antonellis
'04 signed their lease and
MELZER
were required by their
landlord to give him the
security deposit almost
two years before moving into their house,
"the Overlook." Since then they have had
what DelliCaprini calls a "non-existent relationship" with their landlord.
"He is really hard to get a hold of and
we usually end up talking to his secretary
or his repairman, Glen," she said. Glen
the repairman came by once according to
Antonellis but they still have problems with
the house. "There are still no screens on the
windows and there are holes in our floor,
which are just perfect for mice," she said.
Usually, renters are responsible for
this property and that which occurs on it.
Residents are responsible for utilities, trash,
and keeping the property as clean and as
safe as possible.
Landlords are required by law to provide: a clean apartment or house for when
the tenant moves in; clean common areas
(hallways, stairs, yards, entryways); well
lit hallways and entryways; and, properly
working plumbing and heating (both hot
and cold running water).
The Coordinator of Off Campus Students, Duane Melzer, is an observer of

events that take place between the Fairfield
police and university students. However has
also received complaints from both students
and landlords. "The students feel they can
do whatever they want because they pay so
much money," said Melzer.
Essentially they can, but again it comes
with responsibility. "Some students complain that they have no control over the 20
people on their front lawn, but they have to
control them," said Melzer.
William Pinto has been renting out
three houses for about eight years now and
has had his ups and downs with students.
"It's been a mix," said Pinto, "some kids
have kept the place in good condition and
others have trashed the place."
Senior Jon Roth was surprised when
he moved in one of Pinto's houses this year
by the absence of his landlord. "I expected
him to kind of let us know who we had to
call so we could change the names on the
gas bill and water bill and stuff like that, but
we never saw him," said Roth.
Natalie Loucas '04 is still waiting to get
her deposit back from last year after living

at "the Morning Wood." That's our biggest
issue with him, so we're working on it. But
we are still living in the same house, and he
is a local guy so I'm not worried. Plus the
house was spic and span when we moved
in this year," said Loucas.
Pinto kept the security deposit from
"the Detox" last year. "The guys from two
years ago had trashed it but they admitted
to it. But the guys from last year kept complaining about it and so we're taking them
to court because it's going to cost us more
to fix the damage they cause than what the
deposit is," said Pinto.
Lawsuits are not a common occurrence
between landlords and beach residents. Liz
Brady '04, a Mirror reporter, said that her
brother Jeb Brady '02 was going to sue his
landlord, because they did not receive their
security deposit back and the house was in
good condition. "They both threatened each
other with lawsuits but neither one followed
up with it because I think that it was going to
cost them a lot of time and more money and
they just stopped caring," said Liz Brady.
The law protects landlords as well,

Robyn Atkachunas/The Mirror

Beach living: Total rip off for dumpy houses

and any extensive damage can in fact be
considered a misdemeanor. "We know that
there are going to be holes in the wall and
little dings here and there but taking out six
banisters? That's destruction of property,"
said Pinto. "I mean we had to replace four
windows at 200 bucks a pop, right there you
got a 1000 bucks."
The state of Connecticut website
(www.state.ct.us) lists the responsibilities
of both the landlord and tenant and also
suggests that the two parties check the apartment together before the move in date. The
website even provides a checklist to make
sure that the house is up to health and safety
codes. The list ranges from exterior doors
and stairs to plumbing and interior carpets
and ceilings.
This is the best way for the renter to be
sure that he or she will not lose their security
deposit for things he or she did not do. Also
keeping dated pictures or videos from the
move in day will allow the renter to check
any damage bill given by the landlord.
It is important for the students to know
their rights and to make sure their money is
not being taken for the wrong reasons. As
rental fees continue to rise it will become
more important for students to take the
proper steps to make sure they are getting
what they are paying for.
Brady lives at "the Guy's Dupe" which
is owned by Frank Dursi. He has rented out
his house for 15 years and seems to understand the student's living situation according
to Brady. "He told us that it was our house
and we could do anything we want and if we
ever have any problems with the neighbors
that we should call him because he knows
them and how much they complain," said
Brady.
Some houses are better than others and
some landlords are better than others, but in
the end it is up to the students to take control of their own living situation. As Brady
states, a good house is not going to find you,
"Students who are on the ball early will get
the better houses and better landlords, it's
as simple as that."

Beach residents farced to deal with steep fines
BY LINDSAY BATTISTA

You sit in Bridgeport Municipal Court
watching murderers, drug dealers, drunk
drivers on trial. Then it's your turn, as a
Fairfield University student, to appeal your
ticket for having too loud of an off-campus
beach party?
Many students endure this every semester. The good news is that tickets, which
are usually written for about $200, are more
often then not reduced to a fee ranging from
$65 to $90.
The bad news is that students then have
to pay an additional fee to the university
ranging from $ 100 to $400 for the off-campus infraction.
"It is just ridiculous; how can the university charge us more than the police and
then claim they have no affiliation with the
students on the beach," said Chris Brady
'05, "That just doesn't seem right."
In the past three years, Fairfield Univer-

sity has moved to a policy that all students
who receive any sort of ticket on the beach
will have to attend a judicial hearing and
also face a fine from the university.
Although slightly different now, the
policy has been around for over 10 years,
said Duane Melzer, director of off-campus
housing.
The fee can vary from case to case but
the policy is that the first offense can receive
a fee anywhere up to $200, the second a
$400 fee, probation and loss of independent
living, and the third resulting in suspension
from the university, according to the student
handbook.
"I moved off campus in hopes not to
have to deal with school sanctions," said
David Parrott '05, "The university should
review its policies about dealing with off
campus students, they claim one thing and
do another."
"The students are a representation of
the university," said Melzer, "all they do

reflects the university."
Kimberly Nickolenko, director of judicial affairs, agreed, "Off campus violations
follow the same judicial procedures as with
on campus violations ... judicial cases are
decided based upon the standard of whether
it was more likely than not that the rule or
policy was violated."
Liz Courtney '05, along with many
other students living at the beach found the
hearing in Bridgeport court easier than the
hearing in judicial here at Fairfield.
"When we originally received the ticket
from the police it was very high" Courtney.
"It was a relief when the judge reduced it to
a lesser amount."
Fairfield students occasionally get away
with no judicial hearing.
"The police station sends us a report of
any arrests ... Maybe on or two students
have been missed but almost always there
is a judicial hearing," said Melzer.
Faced with fines from both the ticket

and the school, some beach residents lessened the blow by splitting the cost between
all house members, assuming all were a part
of the problem.
As for the ticket from the town police,
it is considered a misdemeanor and does
not stay on your permanent record. Officers
often encourage students to appeal them because almost always they are reduced to a
lower fee.
The university hearings and fines, on
the other hand, are a thing that student
residents of the beach are going to have to
learn to deal with.
"Any ticket is considered an arrest,"
said a Fairfield police officer, "The university can do whatever they want once we have
given out the ticket. We, as police officers
do not care whether or not it is a Fairfield
student, it is simply someone causing a
disruption. Once it is given out it is out of
our hands."
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Results of spring concert survey to be announced soon
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

None of these things would work without a budget, however, and that's where the
student body money comes in: But why is
$21,000 spent each year to fund the training
of FUSA members?
"Leadership Development [FUSA
training] enables FUSA members to do
their jobs," Neubauer said. "About half of
that is spent to house myself and the vice
presidents here at Fairfield over the summer.
It pays for what essentially is our summer
job and allows me to get ahead in my class
schedule."
Neubauer also commented that this
chunk of money is also used for the weeklong training in August for all members and
to pay for things like freshmen elections and
publicity for FUSA in general at the beginning of the school year.
The budget is submitted to Senate for
approval and is then turned over to the finance director for management.
All FUSA expenditures require student
signature confirmed by administrative signature.
FUSA Senators interviewed by The
Mirror said the budget expenditures, including thousands of dollars for training
and office supplies, were reasonable and
helpful.
"I think the money we spend on ourselves is beneficial to the student body. The
president and vice presidents do a lot of
work to get ready for the year to serve the
students. It's good over the summer to form
bonds with each other and administrators,"
said Jenn Cole '06, a FUSA senator.
One senator said it was important to

re-evaluate the budget every year
approximately $50 and gave them
in order to maximize the budget's
free range to FUSA programs for
impact.
students.
"The number needs to be re"On average, 150 passes were
examined and consistently re-exsold," Dimuzio said. "This would
amined ... to make sure it is being
generate $7,500 in revenue."
used as efficiently as possible," said
Neubauer had no knowledge of
Chris Huff '04, a FUSA senator.
this and said he would look into
NEUBAUER
According to FUSA execuit.
tives, a significant portion of the budget
FUSA is independent in how they
goes to programming.
choose their programs, basing a large em"A good portion" of the money is phasis on past history of programs and their
spent on programming here, according to attendance numbers. One initiative FUSA
Neubauer. With a budget of $260,400 for has created just recently is the implemen2003-2004, more than 60 percent goes to tation of an online survey to help pick the
the funding of weekend programs, major spring concert.
concerts or other FUSA sponsored events
The results of the StagWeb survey
for the students.
for the spring concert have yet to be
This is how FUSA has operated over the tallied and Neubauer says that the survey
years, according to Jeanne DiMuzio, FUSA will be redistributed through an e-mail on
advisor from 1990-1999.
StagWeb due to the low number of votes
"Using the base budget, the FUSA thus far.
president and his executive branch would
The bands in the survey were picked
develop a budget that would provide training support for Senate and Student Court
and programming allocations for class
councils, clubs, weekend programming,
concerts/special events and lectures," she
said.
There are limitations on the budget,
however. When a certain section of the
budget fails to have enough money, some
groups may co-sponsor with another to create more funds, Neubauer said. For instance,
FUSA may team with Inter Residence Hall
Government for a program in the residence
halls.
A source of funds when DiMuzio was
advising FUSA was a "Student Activity
Pass" that FUSA would sell to parents for

by a group on the programming board and
were bands "that will be available when we
hope to have the concert in the spring" Neubauer said. Neubauer was more than happy
about the Dave Chappelle two weeks ago
and gives the people in the programming
board all the credit for getting the popular
act to come to Fairfield.
"It was absolutely worth the money,"
he said. "The job of the programming board
is to provide entertainment for the students
and given the turn out of the performance,
that's something they accomplished [with
the Chappelle performance].
Neubauer is confident that FUSA has
enough money to keep doing what its doing,
keeping the students happy.
"As long as we're aware of the costs
that are coming and going and how much
time is left in the year," Neubauer said, "I
think we can make our organization function
pretty well."

Are you bored on Monday nights?

The Board Game Club
Meetings Monday @ 8
BCC 2nd Floor

Personal & Powerful

Fairfield University
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Board games, .yi'*
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Spades, Hearts,
Magic:The Gathering
even Rack-O!
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Winter Intersession Courses
Earn 3-Credits in One or Two Weeks
Two Week Session
Jarmary 5-16,2004
One Week Session
January 8-14,2004
Registration deadline December 19, 2003

Subject areas:
American Studies
Business
Chemistry
Economics
Ethics
Literature
Music

Politics
Psychology
Religious Studies
Studio Arts
Sociology
Writing

Flexible day or evening schedules
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE AT

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY

Jesuit. Personal Powerful.

Fairfield, Connecticut

To register call: (203) 254-4288
Visit www.fairfield.edu/sce
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*** ACT NOW! Book 11 people, get 12th
trip free. Visit the official website for
spring break '04. The best deals to the
hottest destinations. Group discounts for
6+ www.springbreakdiscounts.com or
800-838-8202.
Sports Teams
Clubs - Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with
a proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour
fundraising event. Our free programs
make fundraising easy with no risks.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so
get with the program! It works. Contact
CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or
visit www.campusfundraiser.com
Spring Break - Nassau/Paradise Island,
Cancun, Jamaica and Acapulco from
$489.Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties and
More! Organize small group- earn FREE
TRIPS plus commissions! Call 1-800GET-SUN-1

:
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Spring Break 2004- Travel with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps.
Call for group discounts. Information/
Reservations 1 -800-648- 4849 or
www.ststravel.com.
Two bedroom furnished apartment in
Fairfield. Cathedral ceiling, skylights,
carpets. All utilities included except
heat. Perfect for 2 quiet students of
professionals. No smokers. Security
deposit, references required. Price:
$1,100,333-1415.
USASPRINGBREAK.com
Cancun, Bahamas, Acapulco, Jamaica &
more! Don't be fooled! Go with quality &
experience!
28 years in business
Largest Student Tour Operator
(Division of USA Student Travel)
Call 1-877-460-6077
Now hiring Campus Reps

Place a classified ad for as low as $15 for 20 words!
Call Josh or Keith at (203) 256-6594 for more information.
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Emergency call boxes help reduce on-campus crime
BY ELIZABETH COOPER

At first glance, the blue light emergency
call system employed by many American
universities, including Fairfield, appears
fool-proof.
Press a button. Speak to the security
department. Wait for help.
In a more frightening scenario, there is
little time to follow these steps - let alone
wait for help. Your attacker is hot on your
heels. Or, in an even more likely situation,
you're in a dorm room, far out of reach of
the fail-safe blue lights.
Browse the website or brochure of any
college, and you will inevitably stumble
upon a page dedicated to public safety
on campus. Schools boast numerous blue
lights, as well as safety whistles and "safe
rides" services. Fairfield University is no
exception.
Fairfield has 15 blue light emergency
call boxes, the first five of which were installed in 1991, on its approximately 200acre campus. In the case of an emergency,
a student can use the system to be directly
connected to the security office.
While Frank Ficko, associate director of
security at Fairfield, said that the blue lights
work as one of many tools implemented on
campus to ensure a safe environment, he
added that he "could probably count on one
hand the number of true emergencies."
Once inside a residence hall or when
out of sight of a blue light, however, students' options are very limited. Even with a

phone, time is one thing that a student does
not have in a crisis situation.
"When I listen to the blue light system,
it doesn't make sense," said April Vourneli,
director of campus security at the University
of Bridgeport.
The University of Bridgeport uses
a system called Personal Alarm Locator
(PAL). Every student and faculty member
is provided with a device that is approximately the size of a car panic button. The
device can be kept on a key chain where it
is within reach at all times.
If in trouble, students can apply pressure to the center of the device. This alerts
security, and the name and location of the
student appears on a computer screen in the
security office.
Tanesha Baxter, a graduate student at
Bridgeport, attended Albany as an undergrad. Accustomed to the blue light system,
she feels much safer with the PAL device.
"I always hold it," said Baxter.
When asked about the necessity of such
a device at Fairfield, Ficko did not see the
need for a supplemental safety measure.
"We have our share of incidents," Ficko
said, but added that the university uses 15
surveillance cameras and has ID-restricted
access to dormitory buildings.
While these safety measures are sufficient for public areas, the statistics in the
annual Clery campus crime report, specifically for Fairfield, show that the majority
of sexual and other offenses do not occur
outside, but in residential.halls.

In 2002, there were four forcible sexual
offenses at Fairfield. All four of these occurred in student residences - far out of sight
of the protective blue emergency lights. In
2001, five of seven forcible sexual offenses
occurred in residence halls.
A female student at the University of
Bridgeport was in a dorm room with a boyfriend, according to Vourneli. He began hitting her and would not allow her to get to the
phone. She was able to reach her keys and
PAL device. Within seconds, security knew
her location and was able to respond.
Fairfield, like many other schools, offers courses in self-defense and provides
plenty of educational tips on safety.
"There's no magic bubble that hovers
over this campus," said Ficko. "However,
I'm convinced that if people take precautions, they can prevent crimes."
If alcohol is involved, or in the case
of a sudden crisis, education may not be
enough.
According to a representative from
Secure Systems Inc., which manufactures
the PAL devices, Bridgeport is the only
university to use the system so far.

Many schools, including other Jesuit
institutions such as Boston College, rely
on the blue light system and has over 100
emergency call boxes on its campus.
"The blue lights are a good idea, but
I honestly don't think they are used very
often," said Stephanie Liakos, a freshman
at Boston College. "The most dangerous
offenses in college probably happen in
private."
Loyola College in Maryland, another
Jesuit school, uses not only the blue light
system, but also closed circuit television
cameras. More than 75 cameras are placed
to monitor activity at various locations on
campus.
While it is unlikely that additional
security measures would be necessary with
any frequency, the Clery Report shows
that problems do exist. Residence halls
are prime locations for emergencies that
public safety cannot attend to, whether the
emergency is alcohol poisoning, a severe
allergy, or sexual assault.
"It would be nice to have added security
if you're in trouble in your dorm room," said
Fairfield's Amy Mayrhofer '06.

ESSAY CONTEST 2004

THE ELIE WIESEL

PRIZE IN ETHICS
SUGGESTED TOPICS
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Greenberg: security "should be ashamed"
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

"To violate the privacy and trust of our
community for the very minimal benefit of
finding an underage drinker is not justified," Greenberg said. "The people who
are responsible for this should be ashamed
of themselves and the students should be
outraged at this affront to them."
Security began putting officers "undercover," dressed in casual clothes similar to
those worn by college students, in order to
scan parking lots and prevent car break-ins.
The plan proved to be successful, according
to Ficko, as several burglary attempts by
non-students were halted.

But now it seems as though much of the
attention of these officers has shifted over
to Fairfield students.
Tim Page '05 was confronted by a security officer dressed in street clothes during
his freshman year.
"(The officer) followed a group of us
into a dorm and asked if he could buy any
weed," Page said, "he then said that he was
security and he wrote-up a bunch of people.
It was pretty ridiculous."
Students reacted negatively when told
about the undercover officers.
"I think that's a waste of university
funds," said Brian Ruell '05. "It's only
going to make students' lives more diffi-

cult and it's not going to stop anyone from
drinking."
Matt LaMothe '05 questioned the necessity of having security pose as students.
"(Security) would have more control of a
situation in their uniforms than out of them,"
he said, "they're just trying to trick kids and
stop them from having a good time."
However Ficko says the main reason
for having undercover security is to keep
students from getting hurt. "If you can
prevent someone from getting behind the
wheel drunk, you might look at it differently," he said. "If we put a dent in alcohol
consumption, we can put a dent in other
problems."

Fairfield Security believes that having
undercover officers can be successful in
making the university a safer place. "If it
gets people to be extra cautious and watch
what they do," Ficko said, "I'll view that as
a partial success."
Whether underage students are more
careful about bringing alcohol into campus
with undercover security officers on patrol
is uncertain. Some students felt it's only
wishful thinking on the part of security.
"I can't imagine that (having undercover security) will make a difference ... I
don't think about it," said Page. "It shows
that you can't trust the same people that are
supposed to be protecting you."

University defends priority registration; students upset
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

"I don'tknow which is worsespending hours at a computer trying
to get into closed courses or waiting
in line in Canisius to get the same
news," said Hurley. "Something
needs to change so that more students' needs are met."
Four years ago, a group of
students, faculty and administrators developed an order for registration. In general, registration
follows in descending class order,
starting with seniors and ending
with freshman.
But students with academic
scholarships have priority registration and are followed by in-season
athletes, nursing majors, RAs and
members of the debate team.
Students in the IRC have priority
registration for one required class
each semester, and all remaining
students are part of a lottery system
that randomly assigns times for
registration according to class.
Fairfield University Registrar
Robert Russo, who was involved
in determining the order for registration, said equity and efficiency
have been two major issues in

dealing with registration. One of
the biggest obstacles is "making
it a smooth, fair process for all
students," said Russo.
However, Russo thinks that
the majority of registration problems have been resolved and that
the current process adequately enrolls students in the classes they
need with little conflict.
"We could just let the seniors
go first and register for everything,
but this way sophomore and junior
majors get to choose their major
courses first," said Russo. "So a
fine arts major can get photography for major credit before a senior
can get it for an elective."

Students who benefit from priority registration don't feel they are
being given an unfair advantage.
Presidential Scholar Kelly Chappie
'04 thinks the system is fair.
"I don't think having priority
registration is unfair because it is
something I earned through my
hard work," said Chappie. "Being
a Presidential Scholar comes with
certain academic expectations and
requirements and priority registration is sort of a tradeoff."
Mary Ann Palazzi, an academic advisor and coordinator
of programs for student athletes,
agreed. She feels that the registration system provides needed

flexibility in resolving scheduling
issues for athletes.
"I think the purpose of priority
scheduling is that so the kids will
be able to go to class. Thy have a
demanding schedule and they need
the ability to be able to practice
together as a team," said Palazzi.
**■ Russo also feels that online
registration has definitely facilitated the process and made it much
easier for students.
"The students like going on the
Web. We have new hardware that
can take more students hitting the
system at one time without slowing
down the system," said Russo.
Some students were less enthu-

siastic about registering online. "I
think it's harder because you don't
know what classes are taken until
you put in the code and the class is
not there," said James Kelleher '05.
"You think you have your schedule
all set and then you really don't."
Despite these concerns, Russo
is confident that registration will
go smoothly for the upcoming
spring semester. He encourages
anxious students to be prepared
and reasonable when making their
class schedules.
"Have backup courses. Don't
only have five choices. Be flexible
with times. Everyone can't sleep
late and have Fridays off."
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Destination unknown: Stagweb stymies students
BY LINDSAY BATTISTA

You are sick and you must notify the
professor of your absence via e-mail, but it
never gets there. A paper is due. and you must
attach it from your Stagweb account; the professor gets the e-mail but no attachment.
These are some problems students
experience using their Stagweb accounts.
Problems do not seem to lay in the system
itself, but rather in the way the system is
used by students, faculty, and administration, according to officials.
Since the change from Campus Pipeline
to Stagweb in September, students find it hard
to send and to receive e-mails of all types.
"I have had some trouble," said Ben
Manchak '05. "Sometimes I receive emails, sometimes I don't. It's neither here
nor there."
"I've had several e-mails bounce back
for no reason, so i had to write them over
again which was frustrating, to say the
least," said Ann Cavallaro '06. "It always
seems to be down or in repair at the most
inconvenient times for students."
Other students such as Gerry Abbey '04
complained of e-mail bounce backs and prefer other e-mail systems over Stagweb. "I like
my hotmail account much better," he said.
Other students disagreed.
"I haven't had any problems with the
new system; I just find it odd that they
changed the name," said Jack Kershaw '05.
"I guess Stagweb is all about letting loose
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and trying new things."
If students are complaining, it is not
to the administration, according to Dean of
Students Mark Reed. "My office has not
received any complaints," said Reed.
The biggest problem with Stagweb
seems to be how students, faculty, and administrators use - or don't use - the system.
Many students do not check their emails;
many do not even know their passwords.
"I did not know my password until
I went abroad," said Amy Miklos '05. "I

intrigue

didn't receive a lot of e-mail I was supposed
to because I never checked my mailbox.
Other students are not familiar with the
new e-mail system's name.
"Stagwhat?" said Doug Broadman '05.
"The Campus Pipeline name was
changed to Stagweb so that the portal has
more of a connection to the Fairfield University community," said Kevin Clancy,
account executive of Administrative Computing SCT. "The application itself did not
change, only the name did."

.
.4f
a hair salon

The new name was established to
give a more personal connection with the
university, according to Reed. "Why use
a corporate name that has no meaning to
the university, when you can use a personal
name that is connected to the university and
fairly easy to remember?" Reed said.
Checking e-mail is an important part
of using the site.
"Each student is allotted 2 megabytes of
disk space," said Clancy. "If a user saves all
of their e-mails, eventually that person will
reach their allotted e-mail capacity."
Not emptying the mailbox often can
affect sending e-mails with attachments,
according to Clancy.
"The downside is that the system won't
work if the students won't use, or at least
check, that e-mail address," said Hugh Humphrey, a religious studies professor.
Faculty e-mail addresses are associated
with Stagweb addresses but are not considered part of the system.
"I do find that much more convenient
because all my Microsoft programs are
integrated on my desktop," said Humphrey.
"With Stagweb, I would have to access
that program every time I wanted to send
e-mail."
Other professors agreed.
"I have not been using this 'new and improved' technology being somewhat off the
beat," said Philip Eliasoph, an art history professor. "There is no doubt in my mind that the
Stagweb must have wonderful features."
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Seven new members elected to Board of Trustees

PRESS RELEASE

Fairfield University announced the election of seven
new trustees to its Board of Trustees, including six graduates and four members who have served previous terms on
the board.
First-time board members are Sheila Kearney Davidson, senior vice president and general counsel for New York
Life Insurance Company, class of 1983; Clinton A. Lewis,
Jr., vice president, sales, Pfizer, Inc., class of 1988; and
Thomas P. Loughlin, managing director, Jefferson Wells
International, class of 1980.
Sheila Kearney Davidson is a senior vice president
and general counsel of New York Life Insurance Company where she serves on the Executive Management
Committee, which directs the policies and procedures for
the company.
A 1983 graduate of Fairfield with a Bachelor of Arts
degree in politics, awarded cum laude, she earned her
Doctor of Jurisprudence degree from George Washington
University in 1986. She was with the National Association
of Securities Dealers, Inc., before joining New York Life
in 1991 as an associate counsel in the Office of the General
Counsel. After a steady rise in the company, Davidson assumed responsibility for the Corporate Compliance Department in 1997 and was selected senior vice president in 1998.
In May of 2000, she was appointed General Counsel.
A native of Paterson, N.J., Davidson resides in New
York City with her husband, Anthony, and their two sons.
Clinton A, Lewis Jr., began his career with Pfizer, Inc.,
in 1988 as a sales representative, following his graduation
from Fairfield University with a Bachelor of Science degree
in biology. He rose through the ranks, holding several mana-

CORRIGAN

DAVIDSON

iTMtA
DIMENNA

LEWIS

gerial positions, including regional manager of the New
England Region for Pratt. Pharmaceuticals, a subsidiary of
Pfizer; and general manager of Pfizer Caribbean.
While with Pfizer, he earned an M.B. A. in marketing at
Fairleigh Dickenson University, awarded in 1993. Earlier this
year, he was named vice president of sales with Pfizer, Inc.
Mr. Lewis serves on the board of directors of the New
York affiliate of INROADS, an organization that encourages
talented minority youth to become leaders in the corporate
world and in their communities. He is also a member of
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity Inc. and a member of Fairfield
University's Multicultural Scholarship Committee. A native of Queens, N.Y, Lewis and his wife, Teresa, reside in
Baldwin, N.Y, with their son.
Thomas P. Loughlin, who grew up in Stratford, Conn.,
earned a Bachelor of Science degree in accounting from
Fairfield University in 1980 and is a CPA, licensed in both
Washington, D.C. and Connecticut. He began his career
with KPMG LLP in 1979, rising to the positions of Director of Strategic Investments, chief risk officer, and finally
chief financial and administrative officer and partner. When
KPMG became Bearing Point, Inc. in 1999, Loughlin was
named managing director.
Last year Loughlin was recruited by Jefferson Wells In-

LOUGHLIN

OAKLEY

VINCENT

ternational in McLean, Va., for the position of managing director and assigned to turn around an underperforming business
unit. Within five months, he successfully transformed the unit
into one of the top five U.S. practices in gross margin.
Nominated by the U.S. Secretary of Education to chair
the District of Columbia Public Charter School Board in
1996, Loughlin directed the authorization of 24 public charter schools, operating on 27 campuses, and serving 9,000
students, the largest such initiative in the United States. He
established nationally renowned approval and accountability
protocols and testifies frequently before the U.S. Congress
and Mayoral and City Council hearings. He also serves as
treasurer of the Juan Carlos Rincones Dance Theatre.
From 1990 to 1996 he was a board member of the
Washington Project for the Arts. He and his wife, Kathi,
live in Washington, D.C, with their two daughters.
Returning to the board are E. Gerald Corrigan '63,
managing director at Goldman, Sachs & Co. and former
President and CEO of the Federal Reserve Bank of New
York; Diane Oakley '75, former vice president of TIAACREF; Joseph A. DiMenna '80, managing director of
Zweig-DiMenna Associates LLC in New York; and Francis (Fay) T Vincent, Jr., former commissioner of Major
League Baseball.
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You say you want a Revolution...
A look at the long awaited conclusion to the Matrix trilogy
BY JAKE PIERSON

Critics have panned The Matrix Revolutions. They call it tepid,
boring, and worthless.
They're dead wrong.
The Matrix Revolutions is a
mind-blowing, breathtaking, and
stunning action movie. The fight
scenes are perhaps the most intricate and amazing ever filmed. At
times the film reminded me of an
epic war movie.
I think critics these days concentrate too much on character
development and detailed and
complex plots. They should think
more along the lines of whether
this movie fun and whether it gives
the viewer enjoyment.
Critics feel that they have to
attack every little piece of a film.
Just answer the simple question:
did you enjoy the movie or not?
I'll be the first to admit that the
plot of The Matrix Revolutions has
some holes. It doesn't answer all
the questions raised in the trilogy.
It drops some interesting side plots

by the wayside. But it does end the
trilogy and gives it closure.
The movie does have a little
trouble with character development in that it has to freeze the
action to give the character a
chance to shine through.
Characters are dropped to
the side as well, especially the
Merovingian and the Architect.
They were two of the most interesting and puzzling characters
introduced in the second film but
they appear only for a few mere
moments in this film.
But, with those things said, I
thoroughly enjoyed the movie. I
sat through the entire movie with
my jaw sitting on the floor in front
of my chair.
The machine attack on the last
human stronghold of Zion is easily the most impressive CGI scene
ever caught on film. Watching the
sea of machines pour into Zion and
watching the human driven robot
walkers defend their home is spectacular entertainment.
Not only are the scenes

stunning visually, but you feel a
personal connection to the heroes
fighting for their lives.
The little annoying kid that
pesters Neo in the second movie
becomes the hero of the moment
when he takes control of one of the
walkers. He then opens the hanger
to allow Morpheus and Niobe to
fly a hovership into destroy the rest
of the machines with an EMP.
To do this scene justice, I'd
have to take the rest of the review
to do so. The sheer visual effect
of this scene is worth the price of
admission.
Needless to say, you must
see this on a big screen. Waiting to rent this movie would be
a travesty.
But not only do you get an
amazing epic war scene, you get
to watch Neo fight a final climatic
brawl with Agent Smith. The Wachowskis have the battle take place
in a heavy rain storm and the effect
is, in one word, stupefying.
The fight takes place on the
ground, in the air, inside an aban-

doned building, and in a hole in
the street created by the two juggernauts slamming into the road.
The majesty and utter astonishment you will feel during
this fight is impossible to put into
words. The visual effects are beautifully crafted and the scene is the
pinnacle of all the fight scenes that
the Wachowskis have created.
Watching Neo and Agent
Smith smash each other into bits
is satisfying to say the least. Hugo
Weaving plays Agent Smith with
such a delicious evilness it's a
delight to watch. He seems to
relish in his role as the anti-One.
Weaving's acting is perfect and on
the money.
Agent Smith is perhaps the
coolest villian ever captured on
film. Long after the movie disappears from the popular culture,
Smith will be remembered. Agent
Smith will exist in the annals of
film history alongside such infamous villians as Darth Vader and
Richard Nixon.
The Matrix Revolutions is

an amazing ending to one of the
greatest science fiction trilogies
of all time.
It ends the trilogy with an
ending that will make you think
and wonder about the meaning of
it all. You will be held breathless
by the superb action scenes and
you will be forced to ponder the
philosophical questions raised by
these movies.
Go see this, you will not be
disappointed.

^JELICK FACTS
Rating:

Movie:
The Matrix
Revolutions
Starring:
Keanu Reeves
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The 'Alternative' coverage
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There's more entertainment
online this week!

J

•The Alternate Routes: If you missed last
Thursday's show, don't worry. You can read
about all the detail online, including set list,
audience reactions, and the story of how one
professor almost stole the show.
•Nat Hentoff: The illustrous journalist and
jazz musician spoke at to a full Wein Theater
Monday night. See what he had to say
about writing, jazz, and his friendship with
Duke Ellington.
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The music doctor: Dr. David Schmidt of the ethics department rips it up with The Alternate
Routes
-

All available at The Mirror online
www.fairfieldmirror.com

"Love Actually" is act
BY EILEEN ARNOLD

Christmas is a season for indulgences.
Things you wouldn't normally do during
the rest of the year are written off to temporary Christmas insanity. Everyone's
motto during this time becomes, "Because
it's Christmas!"
So in the spirit of Christmas excesses,
you should catch this year's seasonal romantic comedy, "Love Actually." It's a
Christmas movie that's not gratuitous, a
chick flick that isn't painful and a romance that isn't unbelievable.
In it, numbers of characters struggle
with love during the holiday season.
Because there is no one main
character, there is no main
lesson to be learned about
love. Rather it is a look at
the different stages of love
that people find themselves.
In short, it is love "actually"
and not love "brought to you
by Hollywood."
The ensemble cast —
which includes Colin Firth,
Liam Neeson,
Emma Thompson,
Keira
Knightley, Chiwetel Ejiofor,
Hugh Grant and
Laura
Linney —

works well together, mostly because they don't need
to appear in the same scenes as each other. This was an
ingenious move by writer and director Richard Curtis.
It solves the problem of actors who don't like to share
the limelight and overact and overcompensate when
faced with the prospect.
This method also helps to emphasize the different
stages of love that Curtis shows to the audience. There
is a 9-year-old boy who experiences his first love, a
newly married couple, a romance between porn stars
and a middle aged couple coming to a divorce. Curtis
looks at all phases of love, not focusing on one in
particular, but letting all of the stories play out as
they would in reality.
That doesn't stop the movie from having some
magical, albeit unrealistic, moments. When Hugh
Grant, who plays the Prime Minister of England,
goes door to door searching for his romantic interest, it is humorous (he carols for a group of children
and insists to an older woman that he's going door to
door to personally wish everyone a happy Christmas)
but unlikely.
However, these moments are countered
by the very believable, though not
overly somber, realities of
love. Emma Thompson's
husband cheats on her
with his secretary and
by the end of the movie
it looks as though they
have separated. Another character who is
in love with the newly
married Keira Knight-

ley professes his love to her
own volition, knowing that
In this way the movie <
love: the good, the bad, the |
the painful, the missed mo
ships, but also the successfi
Throughout the movie, t
i t y
that is
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Musician and activist Harry Belafonte
speaks at the Open Visions Forum

Day-o! Daaay-o!

BY MEGAN MAHONEY

d
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Bill McBain/The Mirror

Visions: Belafonte talked about music, poverty, and civil rights in his speech Monday.

"The purpose of art is not just to show life
as it is but as it should be."
Harry Belafonte has exemplified this statement through his numerous accomplishments
in artistic and humanitarian pursuits including
a concert singer, recording artist, Broadway
and television star and producer, as well as a
renowned human rights activist.
Through poverty, racism, learning disabilities, and physical illness, he has achieved
much, successfully fusing together his work in
human rights along with his artistic endeavors.
Belafonte, a thoughtful and deeply spiritual man,
has mobilized the arts community for civil rights,
global equality, children's welfare, the AIDS crisis as well as countless other organizations and
causes.
As part of the Jacoby-Lunim Humanitarian
lectureship presented by The Carl and Dorothy
Bennett Center for Judaic Studies and The Open
Vision Forum on Monday night at the Quick
Center, Belafonte lectured about his life and
the many challenges he faced before reaching
success. Raised in Jamaica by a single mother,
Belafonte returned to Harlem and was profoundly
affected by the poverty, inequality, culture and
music he encountered in all places.
"I saw how songs affected my family,"
said Belafonte. "It uplifted them even in great
turbulence. I didn't know how this would affect
me until later."
Belafonte has battled against inequality and
injustice of all kinds throughout his life. As a
child, his battles with undiagnosed dyslexia and

tually lovely
ve to her but then walks away on his
|ing that he has no chance,
movie covers the entire gamut of
3ad, the poignant, the unbelievable,
Issed moments and failed relationluccessful ones.
; movie, there is also a type of insanthat is chalked up to the Christmas
season. Characters are willing to take more chances
and put themselves on
the line when they
would not otherwise. As Liam
Neeson's step-son
tells him at one
point, "Let's get the
sh** kicked out of
us by love!" This
leads to some of the
more amusing moments
on screen as Colin Firth
stumbles through a
marriage proposal in

Portuguese, Neeson's step-son follows his love through
an airport being chased by security and Hugh Grant
is caught kissing his love interest on the stage of
a children's Christmas play.
A few characters mention that if there's
ever a time to tell the truth, profess love, or take
a chance, it's during the Christmas season. So
even if you've never seen a chick flick or sworn
off holiday movies for their cliched plots, watch
"Love Actually," because it's Christmas.
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Movie:
Love Actually
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Knightly
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school have manifested themselves in his love
and tireless battle for children's welfare across
the world.
' His sense of truth and fairness, compounded
by his academic woes, led him to enlist in the
Navy in World War II and fight injustice across
the world. "School became a huge hurdle," said
Belafonte. "I saw the Navy as an opportunity
for discipline and joined not only because it was
a way out but because I believed in what it was
all about."
Belafonte eventually became the involved
in the Dramatic Workshop of the School of
Social Research, after receiving free tickets to
the American Negro Theater, where he began
to develop his craft and thoughts. "I knew this
would be my life," said Belafonte. "Somewhere
in it was what I wanted to be."
Discrimination led to Belafonte's expansion
to new artistic pursuits, eventually leading him
to the world of music. "It was here I saw the
opportunity with the arts, but was held back by
my race," Belafonte said.
As an actor, he was severely limited in his
roles and frequently was only offered those of a
"butler, buffoon or servant." A job as an intermission singer eventually led to a record contract
and "launched [Belafonte] into a world I was not
prepared for."
His album Calypso would become the first
ever to sell a million records, with songs becoming famous all over the world, including the ever
popular "Day O." "It helped me to understand that
there were other cultures that I should reflect in
and on," said Belafonte. "It was the power of
music and cultures that led me to speak out on
issues bothering me."
One such issue Belafonte got involved in
was the Civil Rights movement. Belafonte was
a notable figure in the 1960s for his work in the
movement, as he came to be looked upon as a
driving force behind its efforts. During his time
within the movement, Belafonte established a
great friendship with Martin Luther King and
looks upon the movement as a truly great accomplishment.
"I think the Civil Rights movement was an
enormous success," said Belafonte. "It has impacted America forever and it will not be reversed."
Belafonte has also been involved with the
United Nations, UNICEF, We are the World,
Hands Across America, African Aid projects
and many projects centering around children,
their survival and wellbeing.
For those who attended the lecture, many
found it to be extremely uplifting, looking towards Belafonte as a great, positive role model.
"It's amazing how much he has accomplished
throughout his life," said Fairfield University junior Tyla Klopfer. "Some may think he is just a
singer, but he has really achieved success on a
number of levels."
Professor Ellen Umanksy, director of Judaic
Studies, agreed with Kopler, looking upon Belafonte's words as truly inspirational. "He grew
up during a time where African-American's has a
difficult time succeeding and most of his experience is racism" she said. "It's inspiring to hear
that he has overcome so much in his lifetime."
Andrew Wadden '05 also found the speech
to be motivating, and admits he learned much
more than he expected to. "I had only heard
about him because of his music," he said. "So it
was kind of surprising to discover how much he
truly has done. I look at him now as someone
who has accomplished something in everything
he has done."
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Registration
means frustration
Registration: at Fairfield, the word itself
carries an awful connotation. Students hear it
and foreboding grimaces instantly appear on
their faces. But is registration all that bad?
In a word, yes. I've never liked registration. In fact, I completely despise registration, and I'll tell you why.
First, why all this preferential treatment
for groups of "scholars" on campus? According to the registration handout given
to us, Presidential, Fellow and Community
scholars are given registration priority as part
of their admission acceptance to Fairfield.
This is the sort of corrupt bargain not seen
since the presidential election of 1824!
Here's how it happens: Fairfield wants
to boost the SAT scores of its incoming
freshman class, so they let. all these "scholars" hose us normal students for the next
four years. Who really loses in this situation? It's a*win-win for the school and these
"scholars," and the only ones left out in the
cold are us normal students. Dommage.
I wonder just what sort of "scholarship"
being a Presidential scholar entails, too. I
hope it's a Father Kelley sort of presidential scholarship (Intimate knowledge of the
classics and .knowing several languages
fluently) and not a George W. Bush type
of presidential scholarship (snorting coke,
dodging Vietnam and driving drunk).
And why do these scholar students need
to take all the best classes? If they're such
good students, they'd obviously do very
well regardless of the course or the professor. It's us slackers who need to register
early for interesting courses with engaging
professors, or else our mediocre attendance
and lackluster performance will persist.
Core registration is another headache.
For some reason, athletes, nurses, RAs and
members of the debate team get to register
early for core and elective classes.
This part of my column is just a spacefiller so you can spend some time shaking
your head after reading that last sentence.
Done? Good.
Ordinarily I'd take the opportunity to
deride the idea that RAs get preferential registration, but I am one. But other groups
who get preferential treatment can all go to
hell as far as I'm concerned.
Still, I don't want to be too critical here,
I want to be constructive. Here's my two
cents on how to make registration better.
Why reward people for their academic
performance in high school, as is done now?
Reward those that perform well here, at Fairfield. No "scholars," no RAs, no debate
team, no nurses, no athletes. Seniors register first by order of GPA, highest to lowest.
Then juniors, sophomores and freshmen.
I know there are going to be a lot of
people who are unhappy with this system.
As a somewhat less than stellar student, this
system doesn't reward me too well. But at
least it's fair, which is more than can be said
for the system in place now.

Professors shake it!

Editor: Laura Pfeifer
E-mail: themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu

Fairfield University professors
groove to rap and learn to tap

BY KELLY SHEEHAN

Gasp! Your professors do more than
just teach?
Yes they do, and you can watch them
practice ballroom dancing in Bannow's
lobby every Friday night at 6:30 p.m.
Fairfield has been holding ballroom
dancing lessons for artistic professors,
staff, administration and their spouses for
the last five years. They gather to waltz,
twist and twirl for nine lessons during the
fall and spring.
About 12 people gather each week. Professors that attend include Professor Dew
of Politics, Professor Orman of Politics,
Professor Hodgson of Sociology, Professor
Connelly of the Media Center and Professor
Theresa Dykeman of Philosophy.
The administration receives an e-mail
at the beginning of each semester urging
them to participate. Lessons occur in the
lobby of Bannow.
A portable CD player rested on the
curved bench with a collection of ballroom
dancing CDs. The pairs dance the Fox Trot,
Swing and the Merengue to CDs that include "The Ballroom Collection," "Dance
Life," and "Fred Astaire." But ballroom
dancing music is not the only type of music
they dance to—they also have reggae!
The dress is casual—slacks, button
down shirts, and even a few sweatshirts.
There's lots of laughing because the dancers like to have a good time, but they also
take their dancing seriously.
The president of Ballroom Dancing
Club for students came to one of their practices and invited the older dancers to dance
in the spring. The professors are very eager
to team up with students, and have been
practicing so they will be able to keep up.

Kelly Sheehan/The Mirror

Shake yo ass: Watch yourself! Professors enjoy a weekly ballroom dancing lesson.
Instructor Jerry Paris, known as "Mr.
Smooth," is from New York City and has
been running the program for the past five
years. Paris is about 65 years old, a very
talented dancer, and his pupils are honored
to have them as their teacher.
I came on a rare day when Paris was
not there, but the dancers were holding a
"Captain's Practice." Paris told his students
to work on their steps in hopes of perfecting
them while he was away in the Poconos
that weekend. Without Paris, the dancers
seemed uneasy about their steps at first. A
cry of "We need our instructor!" was heard
from Professor Hodgson, but the dancers
quickly got into the 'swing' of things and
picked up the pace. Mrs. Hodgson seemed
to keep the group organized and on track.
"Tonight is supposed to be a 'homework night' without our instructor,'"

laughed Mrs. Hodgson as she fumbled
through the steps.
Janitors took delight in watching and
danced as they cleaned and walked into the
lobby elevator.
"They're much better dancers than we
are," said Professor Hodgson. "It's funny.
People walk through the lobby and say,
'What the heck are they doing?'"
So what do their students think?
"It's nice that teachers are involved
with the university in more ways than just
teaching," said Alison Sikora '06.
"I'm hoping to catch a few of my professors there!" laughed Beth Casciano '06.
As I walked away from the dancers in
Bannow's Lobby, "1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3" could
be heard above the scuffle of feet. A voice
said, "Wait until the reporter leaves, then
we can dance to rap!"

Is dating obsolete in a hook-up culture?
BY MEGAN MCGORY

Hanging out. Hooking up. There's
hardly room for dating anymore between
the two, and if you're looking for "that
special someone," then you might have
a hard time.
As far as dating is concerned, awkward first dinners or that first movie
together are virtually obsolete in light of
today's hookup culture. The first date was
the "get to know you" stage. The new stage
is the "talking stage," and precedes the first
date. The first date comes when topics of
conversation run out.
Have one-night-stands replaced oldfashioned dating? Not quite, said Jon
Brewer, a sophomore at Boston University, "Every group of people is different.
Our group of friends looks more towards
being happy now and in the future, whereas
others live for the moment and decide to
do what they think is fun now and worry
about the consequences later."
"Those are the kind of people that take
the one night stands over learning peoples

Photo illustration by Taylor Clarke/The Mirror

Finding the right dating hook: Some people feel comfortable in relationships, while
others get to know people through the more modern hook-up.
names and having a longer relationship,"
he added.
Matt Grasso, '04 used to be one of
"those people," but not anymore. "I guess
I found the right girl," he said, referring to
his girlfriend.
A survey conducted by CNN concluded traditional dates are few and far
between. Ninety-one percent of women
noted an abundance of hookups on their
campuses.
Steph Finelli '06 said she prefers
relationships, but that "in high school I
had friends that would just go around at

parties and just make-out; do whatever. I
have some friends with long-term relationships, but everyone else I hang out with at
FU is single."
"I think there are more hookups in
college," Finelli said. "Obviously there's
going to be more hookups," Brewer agreed,
"Cause people like to experiment and see
what they're looking for but their mindset
is to find someone."
"I guess most people want to be
in relationships" Brewer said, '"Cause
they're always looking for 'that special
someone.'"
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Confessions of a Long Island princess
BY ASHLEIGH EGAN
Note: These opinions are mine and
mine alone formed from my experiences.
This is purely written to have a little fun and
I am not trying to speak for all Long Island
girls, and it's important that we all learn to
laugh at ourselves sometimes!
Whenever you meet someone at
Fairfield, one of the first questions asked
is "Where are you from?" When I answer
"Long Island," I generally get one of three
responses: 1. "Cool, me too. Where on Long
Island?" - at which point I have to give a description of the surrounding area of my town
because no one has heard of it; 2. "Cool"
then they continue with the conversation;
or 3. "Oh..."
It's the "oh" answer that I dread,
because I know that in a simple "oh" this
person has already formed a picture in their
mind of who I am... your stereotypical Long
Island Princess.
First of all, a little background on me.
Yes, I have a "Long Island" accent and I'm
proud of it. My parents were born in Queens
and I've lived on L.I. all my life, so what can
I say? But as funny as my accent may sound
sometimes, although it's dulled a little when
I'm away from home, I REFUSE to ever
call the Island "Strong Island," and I plead
with everyone to do the same. I've lived
in the same house in Albertson (between
Manhasset and New Hyde Park, about ten
minutes from the Queens border), and hung
out with my friends in Williston Park for my
entire life. Now with that covered, it's time
to dispel a few myths about your favorite
Fairfield girls, the L.I. Princesses:

Contributed photo
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Long Island Lolita: Amy Fisher

Poor little rich girl: Lizzie Grubman

1. We are complete label-whores. If I
have to label myself, I'd rather be called a
"label-fan," and only in certain situations.
Would I pay $300 for a pair of pointy-toed
boots that I will probably only wear for one
winter? No way. But would I pay $200 for a
quality leather bag that I'll have for at least
three years? You bet.
My philosophy, spend the big bucks on
jeans, bags (my label of choice: Coach) and
classic jewelry. I can't tell you how many
bags I've bought at Macy's that have fallen
apart on me in a few months and cheap silver
rings that have turned my fingers green. I've
learned that it's worth it to splurge a little
on things from Coach and Tiffany that will
last you for years (honestly, I have jewelry
that I got for my Sweet 16, and it's still going strong).
Don't spend on ultra-trendy items (go
H&M all the way), extra bags that you use

to go out (when you know the spillage factor is significant) and t-shirts. The Salvation
Army is a godsend for vintage tees; at $.99
how can you go wrong?
2. We all drive Audi's, BMW's and
the like. Honestly, no offense to those
who do, I wish I was as fortunate. While
my high school did have their significant
population of girls who would go to Starbucks on breaks in their brand spankin' new
convertible BMW, my girls and I would go
to Dunkin Donuts in Kara's Jeep "Woody",
Katie's '90's T-bird, or my old Buick (R.I.P.
Buick...). My philosophy: as long as it runs
and has a stereo, that's all I need.
3. We have no qualms about spending
Mommy and Daddy's money. Let's face it,
Fairfield isn't cheap, and neither is simply
trying to live on Long Island. I could plead
Mommy and Daddy for money to pay for
Spring Break or those new Franco Sarto

boots I've been eyeing lately, but why?
I've basically been a drain on their bank
account for the past 20 years, so it feels good
to give them a break. I haven't been working
50 hour work weeks during the summers
for nothing!
4. We all vacation in the Hamptons.
Do you have any idea how expensive the
Hamptons are?! Jones Beach for me all the
way, enough said.
5. Long Island is one ultra-rich community. Long Island is a pretty big place.
From my house I can drive 10 minutes
in one direction and be near LL Cool J's
house, 15 minutes in the other direction and
be in a lower-class "ghetto." I live in what
used to be the town general store about a
century ago, and most of my friends live
in "Happiness Homes," which were part
of a pre-planned community built after the
Depression (sort of like Levittown).
6. Finally, regardless of religion or
ethnicity, we are all "JAPs" or preps. Yup,
there are plenty of Abercrombie and Juicyclad kids walking around Long Island, but
honestly give me a pair of sweatpants over
tight jeans and high boots any day. Back in
high school, first period started at 7:30 a.m.,
so it was all about comfort, not fashion.
Although I've only touched on a few
topics, I hope that I've helped to change
your beliefs about us Long Island girls.
Sure, you'll definitely come across a few
who fit the Princess mode perfectly and give
the rest of us a bad name, but I swear they
are few and far between. So I ask, the next
time you meet someone from Long Island,
get to know them beyond their location.
You wouldn't like it if we thought, "Ew,
he's from BOSTON?!" would you?

Shopping: a woman's passion, a man's new prerogative
BY LINDSAY BATTISTA

Holiday shopping is approaching again
and whether it is for family or friends, the
women will typically be doing most of the
shopping: Or will they?
More and more men are being spotted
out shopping for riot only others, but for
themselves. Hey girls, men might be more
useful shoppers than we think.
"Finally boyfriends, husbands and colleagues are happily spending hours at downtown boutiques and major departments store
- on their own free will," the New York Post
recently reported.
Here at Fairfield University male fashion can be spotted all over campus. From
Armani to Lacoste, many males at Fairfield
care what they look like.
"It's not entirely about the shopping.
It's more about the look," said Jack Kershaw '05. "I would rather just go and get
what I want and not waste time worrying
about prices."
Kershaw does not mind shopping for
and spending high amounts on the right shirt
or pair of pants. He also prefers specialty
shops over malls because they offer a more
elite selection.
Michael Flocker, author of "Metrosexual Guide to Style," told the New York
Post that men have simply accepted it's all

right to care about their appearance.
Although women can often be found
shopping to feel better, relieve stress or to
simply pass time, men do it more for one
specific reason: to look good.
Fnr thnsp. men who.Istill rebel against
boutiques and malls, the solution is online
shopping. According to an AT&T Broadband survey of web users, online shopping is actually more used by men than
women. Fifty-eight percent of men prefer
online shopping compared to a 43 percent
of women.
Ben Manchak '05 says that if he knows
what he wants he will go out and get it in a
store, but he does not like malls and prefers
the Internet.
"I am addicted to eBay," said Manchak.
"The thing I hate about online shopping is
the longs lines, Psyche! That is totally what
I love about online shopping, there are no
lines."
Manchak uses eBay mainly to shop for
original belt buckles ranging from trucks to
Pabst Blue Ribbon symbols.
As for woman being big spenders, there
is evidence that men are worse. Since many
are new at the phenomenon called shopping
they tend to spend big.
Actor Russell Crowe told Jay Leno on
"The Tonight Show" that he is an "expert
shopper" and when he shops he like to

Christopher Noble/The Mirror

Out of the closet: Men are not ashamed to admit a fashion addiciton
spend big.
But pricey shopping is not only for the
rich and famous.
"I got this jacket specially made and
sent here from Italy. It is Armani, and it is
worth a few thousand dollars," said Anthony
Pasqua, a graduate from Johnson & Wales
University.
There are still men out there who don't

get their kicks from shopping.
"I own two pairs of jeans and that is
all I need," said Jason Lambert '05. "I like
the mall; that is where Cinnabon and Candy
Works is."
But watch out girls, shopping is one of
the things we are known for in this "Mans
World." Now our world is being invaded
by men.
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HE said / SHE said
Zack Finley

Danielle Koziura

Don't sweat the small stuff...
W:

of the most terrible feelings in the world. I'm stressed as I
write this. And most of you are probably stressed as you read this: Don't worry,
you won't be graded.
You either have a paper looming or
a presentation in the making. Perhaps a
test you haven't studied for or a speech
you haven't written. Well, before you take
that as a reminder and start doing any of
those things, just know that we are all in
the same boat.
Do any of you do something completely opposite to your work that is constructive, yet unimportant? I honestly will find
myself cleaning my room, which I never
do, just so I can procrastinate more. The
mere fact that I can see my carpet somehow
lights a fire under my ass and gets my brain
moving.
I feel that I've had my share of near
mental breakdowns and survived enough
to offer you some of the tricks I learned
over the years.
Laughter is a good way, if not the best
way, to relieve stress. Try a cruel practical
joke on a friend or family member. Their
pain and suffering will totally relieve your

to nursing study groups...to starting and ending my day at Dunkin Donuts with KerrL.to
random never-have-I ever games in the corner of the basement...to "In the books"...to
"I thought the J was for Gepetto"...to being a lush...to clearing out the house with
karokc.to birthdays...to falling, at least
not alone...to a good Thursday night and
no ticket...to charging freshmen to come
to your house...to the Writing Center...to
BB...to chocolate raspberry chips...to Kevin's left eyebrow, may you rest in peace...to
Gabby's 21 St...to dancing like joeboxer over
fairfield county...to Teig for the razor...to
Khoi for doing it...to Jenn for taking the
pictures...to Jenn for drawing the eyebrow
back on... to lukewarm, you're an awesome friend...to "the next ten minutes"...to
Becca and "hellooooo"...to Liz for the great
idea for Halloween...to Brady...to kick for
igniting the A-bomb...to White's 22nd...to
Camp Jim...to threesomes at the Trap...to
the Toolbox for helping to make the PAth
what it is...to Lauren F's 22nd birthday-we
remembered...to stolen kegs being returned,
thanks Steve...cheers to the Fishbowl and
Erin's cooking...to the Attic-you know
it...to going nowhere...to no Elvis...to scarf
belts...to reponulating...to the orgasm oracle
and uncircumsized demonstrations...to sitting next to Martha Stweart at Sakura...to
yahooo-o-ooo...to burping AT LEAST 20
times a day-"you might want to get that
checked out"...to Roydeez's messed up
computer...to Ventura and his wire...to
mshells master karate" move and the resulting immobility...to having the cocktail
hour before the ceremony...to unlimited
cocktails, fillet mignon, earth, wind and
fire and the resulting noodle-thanks

stress. Hey, I'm laughing at my own jokes
and it's working for me, which is sad and
now I'm depressed and stressed.
Imagery is great. Picturing a quiet
scene with all your senses, like a tropical beach: what it looks, smells, tastes,
feels, and sounds like is helpful in relieving stress. Why not picture the gorgeous
person you have a crush on or are in love
with naked? Wow, this is easier than you
thought, right?
Have some exercise in your schedule.
This gets out a lot of the anger, and can
be an esteem builder since you think you
can run faster or lift more because of your
adrenaline.
Get enough sleep, but not too much.
When you're stressed, you sometimes have
trouble sleeping, while others spend most
of their time sleeping (typically through the
class they're stressing about).
To help with insomnia, get your exercise during the day, not at night right before
you go to bed.
For this reason it is best to have sex
during the day. Have her give you a massage right before bed. Just a little experience tip there.

Ch
Send in Ch
themirror@stagwe
banfc.to Saturday night fool moons, always interesting...to those sexy guys atTH
46...to another successful party-we gotstreet
cred...to stupid drunk comments: "His d@#k
was hanging out." I love that...to d*ck or
treat - yes again...to "keep on...keeping
on"...to TH 82: Drakes Cakes, Glads, Polish, ODM, and Fogo...to Time E, you sexy
stud muffin and his suit...to the PLUG and
the SOCKET...to Kelly the sexy fighting
Irish, ha...to Marisa the possessed cracked
out cheerleader...to masta betta-the coolest
pet fish...to Stales, now that's some good
Cali lovin...to the soccer for making it to
the Happiest place on Earth...to Jason, "The
best boyfriend EVER"...to CAU,ily...to
One Tree Hill...to sexy latin men...to being inappropriate, inappropriate...to Sarah's
beer-hiding technique...to "The PONY is
KICKED"...to frolicking...to having the
Fairfield police hang up on you...to Hector
the pumpkin...to the Disney Princesses...to
the Grand Opening of the Moulin Rouge...to
Lindsey saving the day with her pillow...to
156, Happy Halloween...to sales at Stop and
Shop...to you...to the new Bon Jovi CD,
rock on Jersey boys...to RBC Caseys...to
Carolyn, Eileen, and Meg...to Pete and
Elda's...to goal...to FUVB Seniors: Kelly,
Laurie, Kristin, Becky-thanks for a great
four years...to Cornelius A. Matthews...to
Nicole's 19th Birthday...to Webster Hall...to
Noche Calientc.to Chris Samile...
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e all hear conversations like the
following during this time of
the year:
"Hey, what are you doing tonight? "
" I don't know. Maybe my 15 page term
paper, reading a whole novel, studying for
my test, or maybe finishing my presentation.
Oh, wait, and putting a gun to my head and
pulling the trigger."
It's November, halfway between
midterms and finals, and inevitably you're
stressed. Hell, I'm stressed and I can't tell
you how many times I have said that I
wouldn't procrastinate. Who wants to be
doing work when college is supposed to
be the best times of your life? Relax and
breathe.
As professors slowly strip away our
youthful innocence by forcing us to bury
our heads in books and stare blankly at
computer screens, find a way to successfully deal with stress.
As an almost second semester senior,
which all of us know is an excellent feeling, let me give you a little advice to all
underclassmen on how to deal with stress
around this time in the semester.
Unless you started out your college

& Boos
Mail: BoxAA
to Pizzi... to mean drunk boys... to cleaning... to traumatic/dramatic breakups...to
Mike for hurting Jenn... to Mike for having
a lot to make up for, even as a friend...to
"Tangled"...to being a second semester
senior and not getting the classes you
want...to Friday classes second semester
senior year...to the red dragon that shows
up once a month... to El vis... to the death
of the eclipse in the middle lane of the
gwb...to "its 2003. it's time to get a cell
phone"...to Big Macs at 3am...to maririation...to the inability to post comments on
Roydeez.com...to Neo and Matt...to VS
Angel haters. don"t be jealous ladies and
hide behind your keyboards - you should
know what happens when you mess with
an angel...to the tall beast and leprechaun
who hate on Angels: we know you're just
ugly and insecure...to saying, I'm not ugly
right after you read this...to the fact that
we have to retaliate to your 7th grade angel
hating boos. I actually have better things to
do than this...to not having anything better
to do than respond to "Cheers and Boos"...to
Z knocking over 4 cups in beer pong... to
doing community service..:to people you
don't like being at your house... to people
who come to your house and drink all of
your liquor... to Tim for becoming the typical Fairfield guy...to the Rich dad. you are
nothing...to slutty Fairfield girls, you're always one hook up away from STDs.. .to the

career with a 4.0, there is no need to flip
into Jessie Spano mode anytime multiple
professors request papers to be due at the
same time. Remember, as horrible as this
is, C's get degrees.
Remember, it always gets done. Don't
ask me how, but it does. I wouldn't be graduating in about seven months if it didn't.
Reward yourself for a hard day's work.
Don't let these four years go by without
having fun because you were constantly
doing work.
I would love to say that you should try
to start working on huge projects when they
are first assigned, but honestly, who doesn't
procrastinate? Don't bother attempting to
get it done early; you're going to be working on it over Thanksgiving.
Everyone wants to do well in college
and make their parents proud. But I think
our mental health and stability are a little
more important than whether or not we have
a 3.8 or a 2.3 GPA when we graduate. Figure out what works for you and follow through with it. I have not completely
tested my hypotheses, so don't pass the
blame on me when you fail out. Oh yeah,
Relax and breathe. You're doing fine.

drunk. I will annihilate you...to Tim and his
cell phone.. .to everyone being the same.. .to
New Yorkers.. .to Rich snobs.. .to social life,
at this school... to getting my car towed... to
SI48 to get my car back...to my $148 being needing to be in cash...to car accidents
on 95...to girls who need to grab a tissue
because you have white powder under your
nose...to "playa hatas"...to booing Neo on
his birthday (but you deserved it)...to a certain Victoria's Secret angel - way to make it
to the online sale - $ 10 a night not including
the enormous S&H charge because of your
gut...to being able to relate to MTV's "True
Life on Friends With Benefits"...to Britney
Spears...to accidentally leaving your phone
at the townhouse...to "1 can't leave without my limes!" and searching a stranger's
townhouse for them...to sleepovers at the
beach...to $100 quarters...to people who
make their pre-game the game...to kids
who go to Loyola except KT Hash...to
using another language.for communication in front of your friends...to the extra
grand...to being a commuter...to scouring all
the Cheers & Boos, obsessing over the fact
that you may be in it - get a life!...to soccer
in 20 degree weather...to having your gloves
stolen at the soccer game...to your car not
starting...to Victoria's Secret selling out to
sluts...to screwed up sleep schedules...to
security being ticket happy...to registration (surprise)...to freshmen girls who
crash townhouse parties...wait. no. you're
cool...to unattractive girls who crash
townhouse parties...to girls who always put
out...to sl*ts...to surprise sl*ts...to missing
the Friday night nookie AGAIN...to RUC
collusion...to Gene Tunney...to Pizzi...
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Security going too far
Every student on this campus should be thankful for
Fairfield University's Security Department. No group or
organization at Fairfield takes the safety of students more
seriously, not even the students themselves. However, the
department's initiative of putting officers "undercover"
crosses the line between safety and privacy and should be
stopped immediately.
Having a security officer dress in street clothes to patrol
parking lots for break-ins seems innocent enough at first
glance. But wouldn't having an officer in uniform patrolling the parking lots be at least, if not more, effective?
Likewise, we're sure students would feel safer seeing a
uniformed security officer walking through their residence
halls, rather than a shifty older male in casual clothes (who
later identifies himself as a security officer) asking students
for marijuana. Incidents like this, reported in a story this
week, are very unsettling and merit investigation.
In any community, those who are charged with protecting its members should be trusted, appreciated and
welcomed. At a place where this is not exactly the case
to begin with, having undercover officers puts the chance
for a healthy relationship between security and the student
body in dangerous jeopardy.
Associate Director of Security Frank Ficko defended
having undercover officers, "If it gets people to be extra
cautious and watch what they do I'll view that as a partial
success," he said.
Such a defense is beyond ridiculous. If cameras were
installed in every residence hall room to monitor student
activity, students would no doubt be extra cautious and
watch what they do. Mandatory breathalyzer tests could be
administered every weekend, and students would probably
drink less as a result. But all of these scenarios include an
intolerable violation of students' privacy and rights. To
put it simply, the ends don't justify the means.
Again, The Mirror appreciates as much as anyone else
all the hard work the Security Department does 24 hours
a day, 365 days a year to ensure a safe environment for
everyone at Fairfield. But in any civil society, people accept certain risks to guarantee privacy and freedom. Should
Fairfield University be the exception?
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The Mirror welcomes the opinions
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Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
e-mailed to commentary@fairfieldmirror.com
or submitted through our website: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once recieved, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.

The Mirror is in room 104 of Barone Campus Center

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Alumnus remembers
more inclusive 200 nights
To the Editor:
It should be noted that the problem with not
having enough tickets for this years 200 nights is
due to SBRA and FUSA's lack of knowledge concerning this event. This lack of knowledge is proven by
Lauren DeSteno's remarks concerning 200 nights.
Lauren stated that 200 nights has always been an event
for off-campus students. This statement is completely

false. This event if for "ALL SENIORS" not just seniors who live at the beach. At least since the class
of 2001, this event has been for all seniors. Lauren
Desteno should actually learn Fairfield traditions before she and her fellow board members destroy those
traditions that are left at Fairfield.
Sincerely,
Matt DeFranco, '01

Townhouse residents are unfairly
limited access to buildings
To the Editor:
I live in the townhouses and brought the issue
of lack of access to the attention of several people in
housing after I couldn't get into the apartments after
the first week or two of school. I also wrote Fran Koerting (Director of Residence Life) and Mike Tortora
(Coordinator of Information Services) an extensive
(two page) e-mail outlining my concerns. Fran responded back to me promptly, but did not provide
a satisfactory response as to why we are suddenlybeing denied access.
I chose to live in the townhouses and not at the
beach my senior year because I wanted to be an oncampus resident. The townhouses are still part of the
Fairfield campus, and as such I should be allowed to
have access to the buildings. I completely understand
if townhouse residents were denied access to underclassmen housing. However, half of the senior class
lives in the apartments and it is incredibly frustrating
to call my friends each time I want to visit and have
them wait for me by the door.
As for the intercom system on each residence

hall, they are not very effective. Several of the lists
are two years old. If you have ever tried to use it
at the apartments and your friends have their phone
on "private" you cannot be buzzed in. Your friends
will not even know that you are waiting. I have no
problem using the intercom, but I expect the lists to
be updated and the phone system in the apartments
to accommodate both the "private" function and the
intercom system. They should not be mutually exclusive. It's a good system,[but the current functioning
makes it futile.
V
These concerns aside, my main issue with the
denial of access is the complete lack of communication from the school to the students that this was
to be a new policy. This is even more frustrating
considering for the first two weeks of school I was
able to get in anywhere I wanted, and then suddenly
my ID stopped working. A little notice would have
been most appreciated.
Sincerely,
Christine Carpino, '04
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Cheap prices, cheaper labor, no soul.

JAIME BIVONA

& REGINA LAWRENCE
Imagine quaint, idyllic Fairfield
very little is gained for the community.
town center emptied out and dotted with
If you think I am full of hot air just
soaped-up store windows. A venerable
read Barbara Ehrenreich's Nickel and
ghost town is what I want you to picture.
Dimed. There is a reason why virtually
It is also partially what Wal-Mart wants
every student here has been assigned to
ALWAYS LOW PRICES.
to do all across this nation. The ubiquity
read it in one class or another. There
are real problems with an economy led
McDonalds achieved in fast food, Walby
companies like Wal-Mart who treat
Mart wants to achieve in retailing.
workers as merely disposable cogs in
Wal-Mart seems like a college stutheir gigantic wheel.
dent's best friend. It provides low prices
THE BOND FILE
on thousands of items in quantities you
Local businesses are what make a
MICHAEL A. BOND
often cannot get at other stores. Wal-Mart
community feel like a home. I don't pine
also is unique in that you can buy a DVD,
for the Linens-and-Things in Fairfield
a pair of pants, and groceries all under the same roof.
when I am home in Pennsylvania; I do however, long for
The reality though, is that Wal-Mart finances itself and the home fries of the Athena Diner. The places that spark
its low prices by scrimping wherever it can, including pos- warjn memories are local businesses where a worker is far
sibly contracting with companies who hire illegal aliens to more likely to get a fair shake.
clean its super centers.
There is a simple trade-off; either we support our
Wal-Mart employees have needed to file for food community and pay a little more, or we save some money
stamps in the past because the employer simply does not and lose any sense of a local identity. As a community, we
pay a living wage to many of its workers. Wal-Marts' cannot afford to support the burden of carrying low-wage
workers, much like McDonalds, are non-unionized, given earners when Wal-Mart is raking in $56.7 billion dollars in
zero benefits, and treated harshly if they even think about one fiscal quarter (First Quarter, 2003). People need health
organizing a union.
insurance and peace of mind. Wal-Mart refuses to give it
In Salina, Calif, a cashier starts at $6.25 an hour. Now, to them.
For this reason and for fear of losing our identity, we
over time that wage rises, but so does the drain on a communities resources. There is no way a single-earner family can cannot patronize Wal-Mart. If a worker is being treated
support itself at this level. This inevitably leads to greater unfairly at a local business we can boycott that business
dependence on community programs such as subsidized and force a change. Wal-Mart will respond to criticism by
healthcare, food stamps, and public housing.
either ignoring it, or simply closing up shop and popping
All the while, Wal-Mart eats the competition in town. The up a town over. The question is do we really want to build a
local grocery store is gone. The local bookstore is abandoned. nation that looks and feels the same everywhere we go? Are
Main Street becomes another drag leading to Wal-Mart, Mc- those pennies you save really worth their hidden cost?
Donalds, or Home Depot. A sense of independence is lost and

WAL*MART

Need Money? Get a JOB!
BY MEGAN MAHONEY

Is money burning a hole in your pocket? Flowing
through your hands like water? Are you in the red? Running
low on funds? Well, maybe you need to find a J-O-B. Oh no!
Not the J-word! Yes, I said it. Breathe, it will be alright.
Now, I am a working woman, and am more than happy
to impart my words of wisdom on the wary ways of the
working world. Every terrible college kid job out there, I
have done. Waiting tables, folding clothes, babysitting and
an on-campus job, just name it, I can tell you all about it.
As of the moment, I am a dual-income family in my
own right, just without the family part. I have a lovely workstudy job at the Health Center. My job entails filing, running
errands and driving around town in the Health Center Van
which I nicknamed the "Blue Bomber."
I have worked there for three
years and the wonderful ladies at
the Health Center is like having ten
moms away from home. I report on
what I did the past weekend, what I
had for dinner and how I am getting
along with my housemates. The hours
are flexible, the work is not too taxing
and the pay isn't bad.
On-campus positions consist of
a variety of jobs, ranging from organizing books at the library, sitting at
the info desk, filing and office work,
tutoring, selling tickets at the Quick
Center or swiping cards and folding
The GAP: You can
towels at the RecPlex. You could easily find one to suit your interests.
As many people know, these on-campus jobs usually
consist of doing homework or getting paid for many hours
that you didn't work. Consider yourself lucky to get one.
My second job is playing Mom for a couple hours a
week. I regularly baby-sit for a nearby Fairfield family. Four
kids, ages eight months to eight years old. Basically, it's a
nuthouse and I love it. I get to watch Disney Movies, play

dress up and crawl on the floor making "Vroom Vroom" car
noises. What more could you want in life? Not to mention,
I get paid $10 an hour for my car noises.
Sometimes, babysitting is not so fun. After little Jimmy
was sick and throwing up, the baby would not stop screaming and precious Angela threw a full fledged tantrum, you
are glad that you get to leave at the end of the night. They
were your temporary children and you get to leave with your
maternal yearnings fulfilled and your pocket full of cash.
If it's an off-campus job you seek, Fairfield's scenic
town center provides many employment opportunities in
customer service. There is a store for everything and everyone in Fairfield, from high end fashion to books to hiking
and camping gear.
I have been a clothes folder at The Gap and Ann Taylor.
In .all honesty, I hated every minute of it. Retail was my
nightmare. As a retail clerk you are
on your feet all day, folding clothes
and folding clothes and folding some
more clothes. It is mundane and monotonous.
However, EMPLOYEE DISCOUNT. Those magic words healed
my wounds better than Neosporin.
40-50 percent off all the new lines, it
is heaven to any fashion forward person. Beware of those magic words,
however. I found that I did not make
money when I worked retail because
I spent all of it on clothes. I was the
Contributed photo
best dressed broke kid I knew.
always fold clothes.
Last but not least, there is always
the old college staple, waiting tables. I liked waiting tables
because the tips are unbelievable. The shifts fly by because
you are constantly talking to people.
I did not like waiting tables because some people are
just plain rude and they always seem to sit at my tables.
So if you are going through money like it's your job,
maybe it's time to get a real one with the good, the bad and
the paychecks.

What's your favorite
movie quote?
"Life moves pretty fast. If
you don't stop and look
around once in a while,
you could miss it. "
-Ferris Bueller
-Maria Papazicos '07

"
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—

"There must be more to
life than being really really
ridiculously good looking."
-Zoolander
—Jess Mossa '05

59 ~

"No, it's a cardigan, but
thanks for noticing. "
-Dumb and Dumber
-Katie Blicharz '05

"This makes me want a hot
dog...real bad..."
-Legally Blonde II
— Lindsey Pease '06

^m —

"It's not a motorcycle, it's a
chopper, baby."
-Pulp Fiction
—Josh Thornton '06

„

"You complete me."
-Jerry McGuire
—Natalie Alvarez '06

.„
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THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

MEN'S SOCCER
Lost 2-1 to Rider University in the MA AC
Tournament quarterfinals at Disney's Wide
World of Sports in Orlando Friday. Mike Calabrese '07 scored Fairfield's only goal. The Stags
finish with a 7-8-2 overall record.

ATHLETE: Alex Cunliffe
SPORT: Soccer
YEAR: 2007

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Fell 1-0 to Niagara in the opening round of the MAAC Championships at Rider University Friday. The Purple Eagles scored their only
goal late in the first half. Fairfield goalie, Katie Ely, made six saves.

HOMETOWN: Lancaster,
England
As only a freshman, Cunliffe earned MAAC Co-Defensive Player of the Year for the 2003 season. He
also was named to the MAAC all-rookie team.

SWIMMING AND DIVING
Both the men's and women's team
split its dual meet Monday at Loyola
University. The men beat Providence
59-52 and lost to Loyola 46-67. The
women crushed Providence 74-39 but
lost to Loyola.

Do you know someone who should be named Athlete of the Week?
E-mail in your suggestions to themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu

ATHENA
DINER - RESTAURANT
Del Iverg
ffeitit
We accept
Dining Dollars
And
Stag Bucks

Hours:
Monday through Thursday
7:00pm-11:45pm
Friday & Saturday
7:00pm-12:45am
Sunday
7:00pm- 11:45pm

SoiexhQ
Campus Services

Linda Liefland, Ph.D.
Clinical Psychologist

/

n
\

J ! I

Depression, anxiety, relationships,
academic & work issues
1700 Post Road, Suite C18
Fairfield, CT 06824
(203) 259-4048

feme)
Student Special
10% off with
your Stag Card

Fresh Seafood o Steaks
Chops o Cocktails
Wines o Beer
Thanks for voting
us best diner!

BEST DINER
2000, 2001, 2002 -The Mirror

3350 Post Road
Southport, CT 06890
(203) 259-0603

jj

i

Open 24 Hours, 7 Days
All major credit cards accepted
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Women
of
the Husky winning tradition
Former UConn standout joins
Fairfield coaching staff as an assistant
"She wants everything to be perfect,"
said guard Katherine Rusie '05. "You can
In her office in the Walsh Athletic really see it [Sauer's influence] in our
Center at Fairfield University, Paige Sauer coaches."
has a chair from the 2000 Final Four in
Nolan, a five time MA AC Coach of the
Philadelphia, where she led the University Year recipient, is delighted to have a piece of
of Connecticut to its second of four National the UConn dynasty by her side, and with the
Championships .
way Sauer spreads her extensive basketball
This year, the road to the Final Four knowledge to the players.
ends in New Orleans, and Sauer's alma mat"She's won a national championship,"
ter is the runaway favorite to cut down the said Nolan. "She has a world of experinets for the fifth time in the last ten years.
ence, and she's a very easygoing and open
Sauer has since graduated from college, person."
but the road runs through her newfound
For Sauer, the decision to come to
home in Fairfield, as the Arena at Harbor Fairfield was easy, for a number of reaYard is one of 16 sites for first and
sons. First of all, "Fairfield is the
second round NCAA Tournament
perfect combination of academics
games.
and basketball." And then there is
The Stags have one goal—to
working besides one of Fan-field's
win the MA AC tournament chammost winningest coaches. Nolan
pionship and be in Bridgeport to
reached and surpassed the 400 win
defend their turf. And Sauer, now
mark last season.
an assistant to longtime head
"She is exactly what I want to
coach Dianne Nolan, is sure to
become as a coach," Sauer said.
play a critical role in the misIt seems, after playing for
sion.
the sure to be hall-of-famer Geno
SAUER
Sauer, the 31st pick in the
Auriemma at UConn, that acting
2000 WNBA draft by the Los Angeles as an apprentice to Nolan was only fitting as
Sparks, traveled nearly the entire circum- the next step in college basketball for Sauer.
ference of the globe before returning to the And she, along with the rest of the Stag NaConstitution State this fall to get her mas- tion, hopes that this year Geno's gang won't
ters degree and assist Nolan with recruiting, be the only Connecticut women's team in
strategy and more specifically to work with the big dance.
the low post players.
The Stags are the coaches' pre-season
Sauer has a long 'and diverse list of pick to win the MAAC. The season opener
former teams, which includes the WNBA's has all the trimmings. Their opponent: the
Sparks and Rockers, along with teams in reigning Big East Tournament Champion
France, South Korea, Hungary, and the Villanova Wildcats, who stunningly ended
Canary Islands. She has since decided to UConn's Division I women's record 70
change routes a bit and view the court from game winning streak last March with a
a coach's perspective.
thrilling 52-48 win in the Big East title
After less than a month of practice game.
A Fairfield upset would give Nolan her
with the Stags, Sauer has already spread
the on-court aspect of "Husky Mania" to 470th career victory. The Stags travel to
Fairfield.
Villanova Sunday, Nov. 23.

Successful past
Paige Sauer's career has
been filled with major highs
since her days at UCONN.
Here's a brief timeline of what
she's accomplished in her
brief, yet successful career in
basketball:

BY BEN DOODY

UCONN:
1997:
Elite Eight
Absolutly smashing baby: Paige Sauer
as a UConn player sets a screen for teammate Nakisha Sales in an infamous rivarly
game against Tennessee.

1998:
Elite Eight
1999: .
Sweet Sixteen
2000:
National
Championship

Professional Ball
2000
Drafted by WBNA
2001 .
Los Angeles Sparks
2002
Cleveland Rockers

Coaching
www.fairfieldstags.ocsn.com

Nolan's new sidekick: Sauer will join Nolan on the sidelines this year in hopes of
taking the Stags to the NCAA Tournament.

2003
Fairfield University
assistant coach

Volleyball surprisingly advances to the MAAC Tournament
CONTINUED FROM P.
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"We definitely knew we were struggling and
I think we were all wondering at some points
if it was ever going to get betterr" said Kelly
Sorensen '04.
Werneke focused much of his attention on the team's morale and discussed
the importance of working hard, staying
focused and sticking together. "We have
been through a lot of adversity, but we could
only control what we could control, and that
was taking care of the matches we had left,"
he said. "What it comes down to is that if
you don't win, you're not here."

As the second half of the season rolled
in, the Stags continued to struggle, losing
three of their first four conference matchups.
"We were still fighting through injuries, but it was remarkable how people
were still pulling through for each other,"
said Sorensen.
Fairfield's next two matches provided
the team with some confidence, as the
matches between conference foes Rider and
Loyola University resulted in 3-1 decisions
in favor of the Stags.
"We had all nine players back at this
point, which was very important," said

Werneke. "It had been a long season and
we really started to toughen up on the mental
aspects of the game."
Entering their final weekend of conference play, the Stags held a 5-21 overall
record, were seventh place in the MAAC
standings and running out of chances to
qualify for the MAAC Championship. After a victory against Niagara on Saturday,
Fairfield went on to face Canisius in a very
significant match, as both teams needed a
win in order to earn a spot in the MAAC
Championship tournament.
"Going into the weekend, we didn't
show physical or mental signs of pres-

sure," said Werneke. "We didn't panic but
rather maintained our composure, which is
so important. We were just going to do all
we could."
The Stags won 3-1 and earned a spot
as the fourth seed in the MAAC tournament
which will be played at Siena College Nov.
15-16.
Werneke expressed enthusiasm for the
upcoming tournament.
"We have an opportunity to win," said
Werneke. "But from day one, it's been
more than just about winning and losing.
It's about growth through adversity and
triumph. This season epitomizes this."
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Fairfield s last chance at a MAAC title

Huddle up: The volleyball team has stepped up its play
BY BRYAN MAHONEY

Just a month ago, it seemed
highly unlikely that the Fairfield University women's volleyball team had
a chance at the postseason. Yet in the
last week and a half, the Stags have
accomplished what many thought to be
impossible: turning a season filled with
struggle and adversity into a possible
bid in the NCAA tournament.
Entering the 2003 season, coach
Jeff Werneke looked to lead the women's volleyball team to the next level,
after guiding them to a share of the
MAAC regular season championship
last year in his first year of coaching
at Fairfield.
"We were looking to get back into
the tournament as well as win MAAC
Championships," said Werneke. "But
we were also preparing ourselves to
being the first sports team in Fairfield
University history to win an NCAA
tournament competition."
Due to a number of significant in-

juries early in the season, Werneke's
early expectations seemed to vanish
as the Stags struggled to function as
a whole. Injuries to seniors Kelley
Sorenson (2000 MAAC Rookie of
the Year), Kristen Anderson (2002
All-MAAC first team) and sophomore Casey Machon (2002 Rookie of
the Year) placed the team in a tough
position for a number of weeks, forcing them to play with limited substitutions.
"We had significant injuries early
in the season," said Werneke. "It
became important to keep the team
morale up so that when everyone returned, we would be a team that was
battle tested."
The Stags finished September
with a dismal 2-14 record, including an
11-game losing streak. Despite their
hardships however, the team refused to
let up, maintaining a positive attitude
throughout the early part of the season.
»i

SEE "VOLLEYBALL" ON P.
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JEFF WERNEKE

